Over the past several years, Thompson, Goel, and associated researchers have developed and documented a computer model that simulates the assembly and operation of a particular type of virus, the T4 bacteriophage [11, 12, 3] . A simulation builds a simplified model of a virus from building blocks that are abstractions of the protein molecules. These building blocks bond to one another at prespecified bond sites with prespecified bond strengths. As molecular bonding is a thermodynamic process, the bonding among building blocks, and hence the simulation, is governed by the minimization of free energy in the system. With an appropriately designed (various Our design of a conformational switch for one-dimensional assembly is motivated by Penrose's "counting device" [9] . We extended this counting device model so that a part can form and destroy a bond with another part.
I Introduction
I. I Viruses and Conformational Switching Viruses are one of the simplest known life forms. An interesting characteristic of some viruses is that they can spontaneously self-assemble [1] . If the correct components (various proteins molecules) of a virus are brought into proximity, chemical bonds will form in appropriate locations to create the virus structure. The organism arises, therefore, from disorganized numbers of its components in its environment.
Over the past several years, Thompson, Goel, and associated researchers have developed and documented a computer model that simulates the assembly and operation of a particular type of virus, the T4 bacteriophage [11, 12, 3] . A simulation builds a simplified model of a virus from building blocks that are abstractions of the protein molecules. These building blocks bond to one another at prespecified bond sites with prespecified bond strengths. As molecular bonding is a thermodynamic process, the bonding among building blocks, and hence the simulation, is governed by the minimization of free energy in the system. With an appropriately designed (various sizes and aspect ratios, bond site locations on each building block, and bond strengths) set of building blocks, Thompson and Goel have developed two- [11] and three- [12] dimensional augmented cellular automata models of viral assembly and operation.
A key aspect of the simulation scheme is the concept of conformational switching. If a building block has several bond sites, a conformational switch causes the bond at one site to influence a bond at another site. A bond made at one site can weaken or strengthen the bond potential at another site, or a bond at one site may destroy the bond at another site, in the manner of a latch. Figure 1 shows an example of such conformational switching in the inhibition of protein enzymes by specific end-product inhibitor molecules. The Figure I . A biological example of conformational switching: inhibition of protein enzymes by specific end-product inhibitor molecules (abstracted from Figure 4 -21 of [13] ).
substrate complexes (Figure la) . The end-product inhibitor blocks the enzyme activity by reversibly binding to the enzyme at a site other than the active site (the region that binds the substrates). The binding of the inhibitor causes a conformational change at the active site on the enzyme, which prevents the enzyme from combining with its substrate (Figure lb) . The chemical forces binding a specific end-product inhibitor to an enzyme are weak secondary forces such as hydrogen bonds, salt linkages, and van der Waals forces and do not involve covalent bonding. Hence, inhibition can be quickly reversed once the end-product concentration is reduced to a low level.
In the simulation of the viral assembly, conformational switches allow the tentative assembly of subunits that may not be assembled together in the final complete correct virus. In the work of Thompson and Goel, the conformational switches are simply predetermined numerical relationships. We note, in contrast, the work of Penrose [9] , who suggests several designs for mechanical conformational switches that are used in devices that self-reproduce. These [8, 7] . This process employs part-presentation devices (feeding and orienting machines) that transport bulk quantities of parts actually to assemble large quantities of parts in parallel simultaneously. In the implementation developed by Moncevicz [6] , parts are "palletized" by using vibration to convey them over a plastic "pallet" into which are carved an array of relief shapes that trap and orient the flowing parts. To achieve parallel assembly of two parts, a quantity of the first part is palletized. This first part is designed such that once held in the pallet relief forms, it becomes integral with the pallet for the purpose of palletizing a quantity of the second part. The second part palletization actually assembles a quantity of the second part to the first part. The mated part pair is removed as a subassembly unit from the pallet. Because Penrose' s "counting device" [9] . We extended this counting device model so that a part can form and destroy a bond with another part.
As shown in Figure 2a , a part has two bonding sites and a conformational switch is realized with a sliding bar mechanism that connects the two bonding sites. Conformational change is triggered by interaction with another part (see Figure 2b ). Note that parts can be assembled in only one direction, say horizontally. In Figure 2 An unstable bond induces conformational change of the involved bonding sites, which can propagate over the connected parts via the sliding bar mechanism. After the conformational changes, a stable bond is formed if a + b < 0 and no bond is formed if a + b > 1. Also, an existing bond is destroyed if a + b > 1 after the conformational changes, which results in detaching of the corresponding parts. Figure 5 illustrates an example of such propagation and detaching.
Ambiguous situations may arise when conformational change can propagate in both directions or in no direction, such as the cases shown in Figure 6a . To resolve such ambiguity, we assume an upstream propagation priority. As shown in Figure 6b , conformational change propagates downstream (as defined in Figure 6 ) only when the upstream direction has a rigid end and downstream has a free end (the bottom picture of Figure 6b ). Otherwise, propagation goes upstream (the top and middle pictures of Figure 6b ). a randomized assembly can be achieved in a straightforward way by using a robot bin-picking metaphor described as follows: Assume a random assortment of parts in a (one-dimensional) bin (Figure 7a ).
Step 1: The robot arm #1 randomly picks up a part from the bin. Then, robot arm #2 randomly picks up another part from the bin (Figure 7b ).
Step 2: The two parts are pushed against each other, possibly causing formation and destruction of bonds ( Figure 7c ).
Step 3: The parts are randomly returned to the bin (Figure 7d ), possibly as an assembly.
Steps 1-3 are repeated until prespecified conditions are satisfied (e.g., repeat for a specified number of iterations, repeat until the number of parts decreases below a limit, etc.). It is assumed that the parts do not change their orientations, so in general, AB and BA are two distinct assemblies. The process is illustrated in Figure 9 Our objective is to maximize the yield of the assembly AB? Because the assembly process is deterministic, it suggests the following scenario for the maximum yield:
Step 1: Part A is picked and forms a bond to Z (i.e., Z + A -> ZA).
Step 2: Part B is picked and forms a bond to A. Conformational change destroys the bond between A and Z, releasing the assembly AB (i.e., ZA + B -> Z + AB). Only righLconfig is shown for the base part Z. Note that all three designs scored the maximum fitness = 2. All the possible designs that score the maximum fitness, found using a depth-first search, are listed in Appendix A.
Two-Part Randomized Assembly
The second example is a two-part randomized assembly as described in Section 2.2.
The initial bin contains a random mixture of two types of parts, part A and part B, and the design objective is to maximize the yield of the assembly AB. The total number of parts in the initial bin is fixed at 50 and the number of ABs in the bin is counted after count of ABs over 50 such runs. In the GA runs described below, the population size is 30 and the number of generations is 10. Figure 11 shows the best design ( respectively. Note that for both Design I and Design II, nA, nB -0 and nAB''-> 25 as t -> oo. The yield of the desired assembly AB is compared in Figure 14 . It Figure 12 , respectively, and part C cannot bond to any of the possible assemblies. In other words, part C does not play any role in the assembly of AB. This, however, is not the case if the fraction of part Cs is larger. Figure 18 shows Design II, the best design (fitness This time, however, part C can bind to part A, part B, and other assemblies. During the GA run, it was observed that part^4 s and part Cs form a long chain such as AC-C^4, which seems to help to increase the chance of part Bs being picked.
The rate equations for Design I are relatively simple. For Design II, however, the number of possible subassemblies and the number of possible reactions can be very large because part Cs can form a subassembly Cn (an n concatenation of part Cs) for any positive integer n. To get around this problem, we simply do not distinguish (maximum possible) and the yield of Design II goes to 4.5. At t = 50, however, the yield of Design I is 3.1260, whereas it is 3-1551 for Design II. In other words, the numerical analysis indicates that at t = 50, Design II is slightly better in yield, 
